Abstract. Drawing on two years of fieldwork in Hanoi, this paper explores what it means to be young and politically engaged in a post-reform communist city that has recently integrated into the global economy and international culture. We suggest that many young people's desire to assert more playful urban lifestyles and to live their "lives as art" contributed to their engagement in the Tree Hug Movement that swept Hanoi in the spring of 2015. Using interviews with youth who were active in the Tree Hug Movement and ethnographic observations of how young people succeeded in "being" in public spaces, this paper suggests that play can easily transform into politics. Looking at the intertwinement of digital and physical urban spaces, we note how youth mobilized the Tree Hug Movement by drawing upon the same non-confrontational tactics that they first developed to carve out a space for themselves in urban public spaces: "quiet encroachment," affective arguments, and conflict avoidance. This, we conclude, contributed to creating new forms of political engagement that can be observed elsewhere in the global urban world.
Introduction
We try to keep every march friendly. We do not want any violence against the government. We know that will not work. . . . We need to take it step-by-step and softly. You can't compare it to the Umbrella Revolution [in Hong Kong], though we have read a lot about them and learned a lot from them. The way they organized a peaceful march; we believe they got a lot more support from that. (Hiên, interview, June 26, 2015 1 )
At the time of our fieldwork, Hiên was twenty-two years old and studying economics. She had traveled overseas only once, to Singapore, but had plans to study abroad the following year.
Throughout the course of her studies, Hiên had gradually become more involved in the Tree Hug Movement in Hanoi. Like thousands of others, Hiên had met and communicated online with other like-minded people, while also using the physical space of the city for silent protest. During the Tree Hug Movement, students mobilized and marked trees scheduled to be cut down with posters that said: "Tôi là một cái cây khỏe mạnh. Đừng chặt tôi" (I am a healthy tree. Don't cut me down). While the police took down these posters quickly, videos and photos of the events continued to be posted on social media.
The Tree Hug Movement began with protest groups on Facebook. In March 2015, citizens in the capital of Vietnam began to oppose a project of the Hanoi People's Committee (hereafter referred to as HPC) to replace 6,708 trees. On March 17, 2015, the Facebook page 6,700 người vì 6,700 cây xanh (hereafter referred to using our English translation 6,700 People for 6,700 Green Trees) was spontaneously created by Trà, a worried young mother. She sought 6,700 page "likes";
instead, the page accumulated 55,000 likes in a single day. The following day, the Facebook group 6700 cây xanh (hereafter referred to using our English translation 6700 Green Trees) was Despite these constraints, the country has been witnessing the consolidation of its civil society, including the increasing visibility of political dissidents, since the mid-1990s. There is evidence of increased political participation in the fields of environmental management (Parenteau and Nguyen 2010) , land-disputes (Wells-Dang 2010), as well as a general rise in democracy advocacy (Kerkvliet 2015) , and human rights activism (Bùi Hai Thiêm 2015) . In particular, the media has taken a more active role as public watchdog on cases of corruption, environmental damage, and land use (Wells-Dang 2010) . Although the printed media is still censored, editors and journalists increasingly find ways to work around the state's power structure (Trần Hữu Phúc Tiến 2002) . In recent years, the Internet has become a major vehicle for the consolidation of an independent civil society that is more difficult to control (Thomas 2001; Kürfurst 2012; Sharbaugh and Nguyen 2014; Vũ Quốc Cường et al. 2016) . The first massive
Internet mobilization that brought citizens to the streets-a mobilization that was facilitated via historical elm trees were cut down to make space for an elevated railway. This led to an emotional outcry on social media. On March 10, 2015, HPC informed the official (statecontrolled) media that cutting the trees was part of the city's policy "2015-Year of Urban Order and Civilization." The policy is illustrative of the party's decision to modernize Vietnamese cities and "civilize society" (Geertman 2007, 208; Harms 2009; Schwenkel 2012 Lawyers who were part of the 6700 Green Trees Facebook group signed an appeal that called for the urgent suspension of tree cutting due to signs of illegality. They also developed an online handbook to teach students in the movement how to take to the streets in protest. In addition to all of these independent events, a workshop on tree protection was organized by formal ). However, an unexpected electrical blackout disrupted the workshop. As these events were unfolding and being described on Facebook, online discussions increasingly began to focus on the government's lack of transparency and responsibility. While initial discussions began by demanding to save the trees, they eventually broadened to ask for political transparency.
Collecting Young People's Stories
The Tree Hug Movement was in essence a movement of young people. Almost one year after the movement had started, seventy-five percent of the members of the movement's most important Facebook presence, the page 6,700 People for 6,700 Green Trees, were young people between eighteen and thirty-four years old ( Figure 1 ). As we will argue, these young protesters demanded rights to the city by asserting their youthful ways of life.
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Vietnamese researchers who were closely involved in the Tree Hug Movement explain how it created an unprecedented "culture of dialogue/expression":
Hanoi probably has never seen such vibrant civil actions as those against the city's tree replacement project. There has never been such willingness to take action and cooperate in a free and voluntary manner from most classes of people. Each person took initiatives in the movement by offering their competence and capacity to protect trees; there was no need for instruction, reassurance or command. (Lê Quang Bình et al. 2015, 18) The Tree Hug Movement brings to light an important generational rupture in Vietnam. LGBT rights activist and manager of the local NGO iSee, which participated in organizing the Tree Hug Picnic. The university lecturer was Giang. She was a fifty-four-year-old well-known environmental activist.
Further insights were gained from direct observation by one of the authors who was based in Hanoi throughout this study. With the support of Hiên, a female Vietnamese graduate student who, as we noted earlier, was actively involved in the Tree Hug Movement, this author was able to follow the movement in person, in both physical and virtual spaces.
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We began this research with the goal of understanding how youth create spaces of action for themselves in Hanoi. In a city characterized by authoritarian governance, a strict age hierarchy, crowded homes, and shrinking urban open spaces, we aimed to better understand how young people find ways to play. While much of the public debate in Hanoi revolves around the dangers of the privatization of public space and the "social evils" that flourish in them, we sought to enter the world of Hanoian youth to better understand what they want, how they manage to get it, and how they speak about their urban lifestyles.
As we began our research, we were immediately struck by the importance of virtual public spaces such as Facebook, and the ways in which the wired generation relies on social media to live "life as art." As previously noted, "life as art" is an expression widely used by youth in Hanoi. We suggest it is the key to understanding this generational rupture and the emergence of new forms of political agency such as the Tree Hug Movement. It refers to a more free-flowing, less hierarchical, and more unpredictable life than what Vietnamese sociocultural values would typically allow for. "Life as art" describes the horizontal, free-spirited atmosphere during the events organized by the movement, and the assertion of a culture of diversity by young participants. To make space for their aspiration of "life as art," their creative activities, and freeflowing ideas, the younger generations in Hanoi mobilized non-confrontational tactics. In an authoritarian country and in a society marked by a strict age hierarchy, this is not surprising.
However, this paper argues that there is much to be learned about how these non-confrontational tactics to claim space can evolve into non-confrontational politics. By looking at the lives and actions of Hiên and her friends, we were reminded of how these modes of political engagement are becoming increasingly important in a global urban world.
The Wired Generation and their Political Engagement
Despite local specificities, being young in Hanoi is in many ways similar to being young in New York, Mexico, or Paris. This generation of urban youth has developed a collective identity through the sharing of images and ideas in physical and digital spaces. Generational sociologists speak of the "global generation" (Edmunds and Turner 2005) . They conceptualize generations as a social phenomenon instead of a set of biological characteristics. Inspired by the work of Mannheim (1952) , they argue that to be qualified as a generation, a cohort needs to share a distinctive social consciousness. Whether a generation succeeds in developing such consciousness depends, according to Mannheim, on the "tempo of social change" (Mannheim 1952, 309) . In times of accelerated social change, such as those brought by contemporary urbanization, youth are less reliant on the older generation's memories (Pilcher 1994, 491) .
Many scholars have named this global generation solely with reference to new digital platforms and technology (e.g., the E-generation, the Facebook generation). We find the term wired generation developed by Herrera (2012) more inclusive because it refers to "rewiring" as opportunities to interact and connect with others. We also find rewiring particularly useful for the analysis of this generation's political role, because it emphasizes the importance of the "users" (Schwenkel 2011) . This wired generation is further associated in the media with social problems, portrayed as a generation that has forgotten its nation's history, moral values, and cultural identity (Marr and Rosen 1998) .
Indeed, the younger urban generation is increasingly adopting individualistic values and the state is no longer central in shaping their life course (Thomas 2002; Nguyễn Phượng An 2006) . A generation of young professionals is emerging in Vietnamese cities, representing a new middle class that is not so different from young middle classes elsewhere in the world (King, Nguyen, and Minh 2008, 801) . In the largest Vietnamese cities, youth no longer have "career and stability" on the top of their list of priorities; instead they tend to emphasize "happiness and family" (King, Nguyen, and Minh 2008, 802) . King, Nguyen, and Minh (2008) That these young Vietnamese belong to the wired generation is clear. They themselves speak of generational differences and exhibit a new collective identity as "youth." They adopt global ideas and practices, although within the limits of local sociopolitical values. By choosing to live their lives as "art" they embrace values such as individuality and autonomy. As a twentytwo-year-old male graduate student in Environmental Engineering explained, "To me, 'living life as art' is living with my passion and doing whatever I want to" (Anh Tuan, interview, 22 June, 2015) . Moreover, in the words of a young male photographer we met at the 34T Plaza: "Young people can find enjoyment in practicing parkour or skating. To be at their level, they need to practice a lot and that is how they live with their passion. It is a kind of art" (Việt Anh, interview, June 22, 2015 Youth choose to live their "lives as art" in ways in which they can remain faithful to, and thus avoid confrontation with, the sociopolitical Vietnamese environment. Sharbaugh and Nguyen address the fine line between legitimate commentary and "reactionary" content in Vietnamese online and off-line language (2014, 162) . They conclude that the wired generation, as we call them, is able to communicate online about a wide variety of Vietnamese social and political issues by relying on the tactic of "remixing content" to "discreetly satirize" (2014, 162) . In other words, the wired generation's search for more autonomy is essentially non-confrontational.
When we immersed ourselves in Hanoian youth culture in public spaces, we observed how the Vietnamese youth used non-confrontational tactics in their use of public space (Boudreau et al. 2015; Geertman et al. 2016) . Despite constant expulsion by the police or private management guards, different youth groups returned to public spaces, quietly occupying them in order to normalize their presence in the everyday urban landscape (Figure 2 ). For instance, a young traceur (practitioner of parkour) at the 34T Plaza explained to us how residents of the newly built residential towers surrounding the plaza regularly asked the guards to forbid activities that they-the residents-found too noisy or dangerous for the elderly and for children. The residents themselves installed signs prohibiting parkour or skateboarding, but young people decided to return to the plaza during off-peak hours to avoid trouble. These youth also raised the level of social acceptance for their activities in public spaces by promoting them online (via Facebook and YouTube) and by using positive arguments for these activities, such as the physical and mental health benefits. In both verbal and non-verbal communication in physical public spaces and in their Facebook posts, the youth carefully avoided conflict with each other, other users, and the government. In doing so, they continuously challenged social norms concerning the appropriate uses of public space (Figure 3 ).
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Youth leisure activities such as hip-hop dancing in public squares, skateboarding, or parkour may seem barely subversive (and possibly completely apolitical and inconsequential).
Nevertheless, such activities quietly and gradually erode existing power structures by encouraging young people to challenge existing social norms about appropriate activities in public space in Vietnam, which are traditionally initiated from above through the Youth Union.
In a similarly authoritarian context, Bayat (2010) conceptualizes such practices as a nonmovement that works through the public presence of passive networks of atomized individuals in everyday settings. Through such practices, individuals take part in the "quiet encroachment" of public spaces or streets. We have elsewhere explained how the Hanoi youth non-movement is characterized by a feedback loop between individuals who spontaneously organize with likeminded youth . We showed how this evolved as a non-movement because their networks are more free-flowing and flexible than what is commonly understood as an organized movement. However, when young Hanoians actively and consciously assert their collective identities as skateboarders or hip-hop dancers or other practitioners of street disciplines in public spaces, they set themselves apart from the more passive forms of resistance characteristic of the non-movements documented by Bayat (2010) . In other words, nonmovements can become explicitly political. In what follows, we argue that this is precisely what happened with the Tree Hug Movement in Hanoi: from the public practice of expressive forms of globalized culture ("life as art"), Hanoian youth began to politically mobilize.
The Tree Hug Movement in Physical and Digital Spaces: From Play to Politics
The cutting of 6,700 trees directly affects the use of public spaces by creating areas with less shade and a less green space. In short, it creates a less friendly and desirable atmosphere. For most participants, opposition to the tree cutting was based on these pragmatic reasons, but they gradually contributed to a more direct political discourse on "rights" and "transparency." How did this shift occur, and how did a large group of young people get involved? In order to understand this, we have to look at the intertwining of physical and digital public spaces.
All of the youth groups we interviewed gathered both in physical public space and on Facebook. These youth groups acted as informal groups centered on an activity (e.g., skateboarding, learning English, football). In Vietnam, youth reproduce how Vietnamese society is organized around structured groups with clear hierarchies. The difference is that the youth groups we interviewed were largely auto-generated. They were not organized from the top-down by state-controlled mass organizations. Of the eleven group discussions that we conducted during Facebook is a platform that also allowed youth who were neither confident nor comfortable enough (yet) to actively participate in online discussions, or take to the streets in protest, to participate in a passive way in the Tree Hug Movement. Lý is a high school student. This passive digital network, involving mutual recognition and non-verbal interactions (agreeing with the information posted online, signing the petition, etc.), is articulated by Bayat's notion of the "political street." Given the entwinement of physical and virtual public spaces for Hanoian youth, it is reasonable to see Facebook as a "political street." The transition from a nonmovement of youth living their "lives as art" in physical and virtual spaces to the Tree Hug Movement-that is, the transition from playing in public space to being involved in a political movement-worked using the same tactics these youth applied to opening space for their activities in Hanoi's public spaces: quiet encroachment through occupation, positive arguments, and avoidance of confrontation and conflict. The example of parkour in the 34T Plaza described above illustrates well the tactic of quiet encroachment. Convinced of their legitimate right to use the space, Tuấn, a twenty-three-year-old male traceur, explained: "we just come here shamelessly" (interview, November 17, 2013). As previously noted, skateboarders and traceurs used positive arguments to convince their parents to let them engage in these new activities. For instance, they argued that team members often studied together for exams, and helped each other find jobs and stay away from using drugs. They used their preferred practice space (the stairs in front of the entrance of the 34T building, which is centrally located within the 34T Plaza) during work hours, when most residents are absent. When the plaza became crowded, they quietly retreated to the less intensely used edges of the plaza. "They [security guards] talk, we politely listen, then after a while when they leave, we come back and continue to practice" (Tuấn, interview, November 16, 2013).
As mentioned previously, many of the young people with whom we spoke in Hanoi's public spaces told us that they desired to live their "lives as art." They perceived this as a free- "Life as art" is an urban youth lifestyle echoing a long bohemian tradition in the city. In revolutionary Vietnam, urban bohemian artists developed a critical relationship to socialist realism, questioning the "objective" truth propagated by socialist artistic norms (Ninh 2002 ).
These bohemian reform artists have developed critical artwork they increasingly showcase in urban public spaces (Geertman 2016) . In essence, it was the artistic aspiration to break free from sociopolitical norms that resonated with the Vietnamese young people we interviewed. In their explanation of why they aspired to live their "lives as art," youth regularly emphasized words such as tự do (freedom) and thoải mai (ease). Some of them also talked about living a "bùi bấm lifestyle," a colloquial expression that connotes a nonchalant and non-conforming, bohemian way of life.
In the context of Vietnam, claiming such artful youthfulness can be interpreted as an attempt to break free from the cultural and political constraints that channel youth into 22 conformity and encourage them to be constantly competing against each other in order to move up the social ladder. As a reaction to this dominant moral and social order, approaching "life as art" is understood here as living a non-competitive, self-motivated, and self-directed existence that may or may not fit into the existing models promoted by the state or by their families.
This aspiration to live "life as art" is of course not limited to youth; many others in society similarly aspire to live a more free-flowing life and to be part of a less constrained sociopolitical environment. Reform artists are just one example. Nonetheless, it is the younger generation that is most visibly choosing to live "life as art." They express this lifestyle in public by (visually) presenting their activities in physical public spaces, and online they publicly discuss their passions and activities. As such, they actively promote their aspirations for this less constrained lifestyle to others. It was in this context that the Tree Hug Movement emerged.
Quiet Encroachment and Informal Forms of Political Engagement
It all began the day after journalist Trần Đăng Tuấn posted, on his Facebook page, an open letter to the chairman of HPC. The letter asked for a delay in cutting the trees in order to investigate the validity of the project. In response to massive public support following the open letter, the Propaganda Department organized a press conference two days later (March 18, 2015) . However, the Department's representatives at the press conference did not provide answers to most of the questions raised by journalists and it soon became clear that the press conference was used as an attempt to tame critical questions, rather than provide answers. This led to public outcry when, at the press conference, the This conversation was widely quoted in both print and online media. Instead of calming down the public, it led to more claims for government transparency and accountability.
When living their "lives as art," members of this younger generation begin to speak their minds. They do not simply "talk" about politics; they also learn about what it means to be politically engaged. Hiên insisted that her own involvement in the Tree Hug Movement was the "practice" she needed to teach her friends about being political engaged. She explained how this was different from previous generations:
It's not only about protecting the city. It's also about protecting our rights as residents. When we take part in this movement it's like we are asserting our rights.
We have the right to know [about governmental decisions and implementation of changes in the city] and we need to know. Our parents didn't know about this in the past, and my mother still fears that I might get into trouble. I might, but if I don't do this, the future generation will not have trees anymore and they will not know that they have the right to raise their voice. In the beginning, it was only about trees, but by now it's not just about the trees anymore, it's about political Phượng and Hiên moved from demands for the protection of trees needed for their daily use when living their "lives as art" in virtual space and the public spaces of the city, to demands for government transparency.
Affective Arguments
When Trà created the Facebook page 6,700 People for 6,700 Green Trees, she was not the only one creating such a Facebook page. A journalist had already started a page concerning the removal of the trees shortly before Trà created her page, but only Trà's page went viral. Thì, a human rights advocate and the second person behind the 6,700 People for 6,700 Green Trees page, explained why she decided to support Trà:
Her page was very strong and natural. She was an ordinary young woman with a softtoned, inspiring voice that went viral very quickly, so I started to invite all my friends to check out that page. I invited her to join a meeting the next day with about thirty of my friends. These were all people I know, except Trà, the owner of the page. She was new.
(Interview, May 26, 2016)
Thì's explanation emphasizes affective non-confrontational political forms: "her page was . . . natural," and written in a "soft-toned, inspiring voice." This form of political action, as we have argued elsewhere, is becoming one of the most important characteristics in 25 contemporary urban societies (Boudreau 2017) . Instead of putting forward a rational argument based on "facts" to convince opponents, Trà appealed to affective relations, and she did that online as much as she did during the face-to-face meeting with Thì's friends.
Thì's friends were young human rights advocates, environmental activists (including architects), journalists, lawyers, state officials, and NGO workers. Hương and Giàp (respectively working for a foreign and a local NGO) informed us that everyone at that meeting joined in their personal capacities, as a group of friends who were concerned about the environment. After that meeting, Thì and her friend Long (a twenty-three-year-old male) joined Trà to administer the page. Thì explained: "Trà was the perfect choice: she is a young housewife. No one knew who she was and being known as a housewife kept me low profile" (interview, May 26, 2016). The
Facebook page provided a safe way for people to engage with an issue that might otherwise be unsafe to engage with. Trà confirmed: "We never received questions [from] the authorities" (interview, May 31, 2016).
Trà's voice not only resonated strongly with young people; it also resonated in particular with women (as indicated in Figure 1 , sixty-one percent of the total group is female, with seventy-nine percent of these aged between eighteen to thirty-five years). This affected the development of her network. For example, Trà noted how some people (especially older men), would laugh at her and call her group "Gái Tình" which can be translated as "girly" or "feminine" (interview, May 31, 2016). Many young women were attracted to her page as Trà represented many of their struggles. "We Vietnamese women need to be good cooks, caring wives, and we should have kids to be perceived as 'wholesome,'" Trà told us emotionally in an interview (interview, May 31, 2016) . Nonetheless, Trà publicly spoke about her rights, and
showed she cared about public issues. Instead of opposition, this was how she attracted public sympathy. "Because she did it in a soft way, with a female voice," Thì concluded (interview, May 26, 2016) . It was this positive tone that resonated with many youth and not only women.
Trung, a young male student, echoed this focus on positive and constructive change: "Youths' thoughts and actions will make society more open, freer from its constraints, preconceptions, and even fears. A negative issue can become positive through the gaze of young people" (interview, June 20, 2015) .
Around the city, the network initiated several different events where they employed affective arguments to promote the preservation of trees. A Peaceful Walk was organized on March 19, 2015, one day after the press conference that had led to the public outcry. The first event that set that tone was the Tree Hug Picnic (Figure 4 ). It was organized only four days after the Peaceful Walk, on March 22, 2015. The event was announced with an online invitation to join a Sunday picnic around one of the central lakes, Thiền Quang (next to Unification Park, saved a decade earlier), to celebrate the trees in Hanoi. Giàp informed us that he had created the event from his location in Ho Chi Minh City, after which Thì had shared the event details to the Facebook page 6,700 People for 6,700 Green Trees. During the picnic, a diverse group of young families with kids, a large group of students, the (growing)
LGBT community, and artists gathered together and hugged trees, hugged each other, sang songs, and made cut-out paper trees that little children and many of the female students wore. It was a warm, cheerful atmosphere.
Youth wore green and pink t-shirts expressing their love for trees. Affective flows were tangible.
Only at the moment that the police surrounded the crowd did a wave of tension appear. However, people didn't oppose the police directly. Instead they continued to express happiness with strong positive connections between people and "nature." They worked together with each other and with the trees, hand in "branches," so to speak. We are referring here to what Connolly (2011) would call the trees' proto-agency, their affective vibrations contributing to easing tension and maintaining a joyful, rather than conflictual, atmosphere. This is how the picnic participants confronted both the cutting of the trees and police intimidation. "We had no intention to be antistate [phản động] in this event, or any other event," recalled Thì (interview, May 26, 2015) .
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The Tree Hug Picnic and the five further Peaceful Walks ( Figure 5 ) that followed during March and April 2015 were not initially perceived as political by many youth, who consequently did not feel that they were in danger. Moreover, it took time for the government to realize these events could destabilize governance. The government only began to make arrests after the sixth Peaceful
Walk (April 26, 2015) , after two months of mobilization. This exceptional tolerance (other recent Facebook-driven protests had been suppressed much quicker) can be explained by the form and modalities of the walks. Instead of loud and confrontational events that would resemble street protests, the Peaceful Walks had a mostly a positive tone in which a crowd celebrated the trees.
Hiên recalled:
It's pretty good that some young people are very active and they have creative ideas like dressing up like a tree. We had a picnic near the lake. Then we sang, danced, and we hugged each other, and we had the idea of hugging trees. These ideas came from young people. They are active. (Interview, June 22, 2015) The values of a large majority of the movement, the young people, were close to the idea of living "life as art." As trees were being hugged, this wired generation was advocating for peace, equality, diversity, and transparency.
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Conflict Avoidance
In April 2015, the government began to repress the protesters taking part in the Cycling for Trees and in the Peaceful Walks events. Protesters were beaten and arrested. Giang explained how university teachers at state universities were asked to request that their students to withdraw from 28 the movement (interview, 29 May, 2016) . Students also received visits from local government officials at their homes. Their participation in the movement put their families at risk as well.
Many of the students started to withdraw from the movement by not attending the Peaceful
Walks. "Now, we are afraid to join any protest because Vietnam doesn't allow citizens to protest and we can be arrested. I still want to go abroad to study so it would be easier for me to fight in the future," said Phượng (interview, June 24, 2015) . Hà, initiator of the 6700 Green Trees
Facebook group, also excluded many of these youth from the Facebook group for their own protection. He explained:
I worked with police officers and told them that these students were no longer group administrators [of the 6700 Green Trees Facebook group]. If there is a problem, the police should come to see me-and only me. Later, the police officers stopped going to the students' houses. I didn't want the students to be affected, though, so I took them off the list of administrators. I don't want them to have any trouble with the government or police. (Interview, June 26, 2015) Phượng, Hiên, and Trung were displeased by this exclusion, which they saw as government infiltration. Hà is also the leader of the online architecture platform Ashui, registered under the Vietnam Urban Planning Association. While excluding members from administering the Facebook group who were at risk of arrest was justified in terms of care and safety, it also served to safeguard the position of Ashui as a legitimate government interlocutor for future urban projects. Explicit anti-government confrontation was quickly pushed to the margins, making space for non-confrontational tactics. The excluded administrators and participating activists responded by creating the third Facebook group, For a Green Hanoi, to continue their activities.
Many activists in this third network were considered by the state as reactionary/anti-revolutionary (phản động), and thus confrontational. All three networks aimed to prevent conflicts among their members in order to ensure a strong collective voice for each network. They did this by organizing smaller core groups in addition to the public Facebook platforms. These core groups frequently met off-line to strategize. Thì revealed to us, for example, how their group also had an additional "secret Facebook group" of about 100 people. From that (hidden) forum for discussion, "Trà would choose what she would post on the public Facebook page" (interview, May 26, 2016) . In this context, exclusion was a tactic of conflict avoidance, not an emotionally-charged relational disagreement. However, it nonetheless provoked harsh feelings or disagreement, as expressed by Phượng, Hiên, and Trung.
Conclusion: The Increasing Importance of Non-confrontational Politics in an Urban World
On July 21, 2015, city authorities finally announced their own conclusion about the tree removal project: the state confirmed the project was legal and procedural, but recognized some mistakes had been made in its implementation. Lower-level governmental staff were suspended, while other high-ranking officials were asked to self-criticize. Although most citizen groups involved in this movement are still unsatisfied with this result, many trees have been saved. The citizens had voiced their views, and succeeded in starting a dialogue on public participation in government projects in Hanoi. The networks of young people participating in the Tree Hug Movement contributed considerably to the development of an independent civil society in Vietnam. They followed and supported the tree-cutting protests that took place in Ho Chi Minh City in 2016.
Hiên and her friends also participated in the nationwide protests related to massive sea fish deaths in 2016 (during these protests, the administrators of For a Green Hanoi strategically created a new Facebook group, Green Trees, to keep themselves low profile and keep pro-government intruders out of the group).
The Tree Hug Movement demonstrates how digital communications can allow for the emergence of a self-directed network of ordinary (young) people who can trigger significant political change through non-confrontational tactics (Madianou and Miller 2013) . But we wish to suggest that there is more to this than a technological revolution.
This paper sought to illustrate how living "life as art" for Hiên and her friends fed into their involvement in youthful forms of urban politics. Pre-digital generations in both democratic and non-democratic countries grew up in a much less connected and a significantly less urban world in which the idea of the state as the main interlocutor was dominant. In the modern world of nation-states, political action unfolded on clearly defined territory (the sovereign nation state).
The political process tended to favor linear and organized action based on clear leadership with specific professional expertise. Moreover, the temporality of political change was conceived as a historical march towards progress. The stability of the space of action and of linear time facilitated pretention to scientific rationality as the motor of legitimate action. People calculated, planned, and acted because they thought they could master the parameters of the issue at stake.
In the contemporary world of cities, people still act strategically and hope for a better future. But other forms of political action are increasingly visible: acting spontaneously (that is, without a planned strategy), developing tactics as agents respond to immediate situations, or 31 acting out of passion or rage more than ideology. This brings our attention to other rationalities of action based on creativity, unpredictability, sensorial stimulation, intuition, emotion, and loss of control. These rationalities of action lead to a more diffuse form of political action such as the Tree Hug Movement. The motor of this process of political informalization was not so much antagonism and contention as impulsion-that is, the intensification of multiple encounters and experiments that are characteristic of urban ways of life. In Hanoi, young people went from play to politics, from living their "lives as art" to the Tree Hug Movement, for three reasons. First, their regular use of Facebook exposed them to information about the massive tree-cutting process. Secondly, because the tree cutting affected their play by reducing space with shade and greenery in urban parks, it affected their feelings of well-being and their connection to the parks. And finally, it was easy for them to transfer the nonconfrontational tactics they had developed to secure space for themselves in public parks onto the political scene: asserting their presence, avoiding conflicts, and relying on creative and affective arguments.
Our increasingly urban world composed of a rapidly rising youth population calls for a profound rethinking of how we act socially and politically and how we engage with our surroundings. Our incursions into the wired generation of Hanoi and their urban worlds provide evidence that there is much to be learned from young people's use of non-confrontational politics and their contribution to meaningful change. If in other settings these new political forms were sustained for much longer periods, occupying space (as in the Occupy and the Indignados movements) or even overturning governments, non-confrontational and playful politics cannot have such overtly visible consequences in more authoritarian regimes. However, as Bayat (2010) showed for Teheran, and as the growing number of studies on the strengthening of civil society in Vietnam attest, these small gestures and short moments of political action have a long-term, cumulative effect. The fact that they are sustained by youth may also point, in the longer run, to transformations brought about by a generational rupture with the current regime. 3 Journalists discovered that wood had disappeared from the disassembling centers around Hanoi.
Notes
In particular, wood from the xà cừ tree (African mahogany or Khaya senegalensis) from Nguyen
Chi Thanh Street was not present at any of the dissembling points. Although the journalists assumed that the companies involved in the project were benefitting from illegally selling the wood, the government claimed there was no such thing going on (Dân Việt 2015). However, even if the wood was not (illegally) sold, the companies involved nonetheless benefitted, as they were allowed to sell the wood at auctions and received high prices for the valuable wood (Đầu Tư 2015) . 
